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Reviewer1 :
TQM is thought to be a meaningful paper aimed at analyzing the effectiveness of quality output and overall quality control, organizational culture, recognition
distribution of quality recognition through various applications and in-depth analysis of . However, it seems difficult to generalize the results because the
subjects of the study are somewhat limited. It seems necessary to present something other than statistical validity for the results of empirical analyses by
adding a valid basis for the sample's boundedness. Thank you for your efforts.
Reviewer2 :
Dear Author,
Reviewer1 :
- Please, Checklist of Manuscript and Submission (very important items): In particular, the following must be addressed and met the requirements and
guidelines(See attached template). http://kodisajournals.org/bbs/board.php?bo_table=notice&wr_id=21
Or, http://kodisajournals.org/bbs/content.php?co_id=authors
- If you want to publish to JDS, JDS must comply with the distribution science in its major area. Therefore, use uniformly in terms of "distribution science" in
titles, keywords, and texts. Be sure to write in consistent terms. In addition, In your paper, if at least one word is not included in the title, keyword, and body
content (TEXT), the terms such as distribution, logistics, retail, wholesale, online shopping, and store are not published.
Distribution-related words should be added to titles, keywords, introductions and conclusions
References should only be cited in journal articles or books. Please refrain from documents such as dissertations, Internet materials, and reports. Journal
articles in the reference must have volume, issue, and page information.
References should be edited in APA style.
Distribution-related words should be added to titles, keywords, introductions and conclusions
References should only be cited in journal articles or books. Please refrain from documents such as dissertations, Internet materials, and reports. Journal
articles in the reference must have volume, issue, and page information.
References should be edited in APA style.
Please modify it to meet the criteria for contribution, meet the apa criteria, and modify it exactly like the template.
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Explanation Statement
Paper Titled

: Perceived Distribution Quality Awareness, Organizational Culture, Total Quality
Management on Quality Output

Manuscript ID

: JDS-Aug-13-2021-146

Reviewer Comment
Reviewer 1:
- TQM is thought to be a meaningful paper aimed at
analyzing the effectiveness of quality output and
overall quality control, organizational culture,
recognition distribution of quality recognition
through various applications and in-depth analysis
of. However, it seems difficult to generalize the
results because the subjects of the study are
somewhat limited. It seems necessary to present
something other than statistical validity for the
results of empirical analyses by adding a valid
basis for the sample's boundedness. Thank you for
your efforts.

Author Comment and Revised
Dear Editor
Thanks for your valuable revision of our manuscript. Based
on editor minor revision at references section about style and
pages. We have revised our manuscript in this review 3rd.
We delete the unsuitable reference, we adjustment a few of
our references likes add information about pages. We use
APA 6th edition too in this manuscript.
Our revision we attach in this AKOMS
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Reviewer Comment
Reviewer 1:
- TQM is thought to be a meaningful paper aimed at
analyzing the effectiveness of quality output and
overall quality control, organizational culture,
recognition distribution of quality recognition
through various applications and in-depth analysis
of. However, it seems difficult to generalize the
results because the subjects of the study are
somewhat limited. It seems necessary to present
something other than statistical validity for the
results of empirical analyses by adding a valid
basis for the sample's boundedness. Thank you for
your efforts.
Reviewer 2:
- Distribution-related words should be added to
titles, keywords, introductions and conclusions
- References should only be cited in journal articles
or books. Please refrain from documents such as
dissertations, Internet materials, and reports.
Journal articles in the reference must have volume,
issue, and page information.
- References should be edited in APA style.
- Edited parts must be marked in red and uploaded.

Author Comment and Revised
Dear Editor
Thanks for your valuable revision of our manuscript. Based
on editor minor revision at references section about style and
pages. We have revised our manuscript in this review 3rd.
We delete the unsuitable reference, we adjustment a few of
our references likes add information about pages. We use
APA 6th edition too in this manuscript.
Our revision we attach in this AKOMS
- We have added details information about “Distribution”
in title, abstract and content of our manuscript.
- For References we use APA 6th edition with Mendeley as
tool for references manager system
- In the first of our submission we consistent use APA 6th
and cite just relevant with our manuscript
- We have mark with red notice about all revised of
references. Our revised is make letter volume and journal
names with italic mode.
- We have also completed some information such as
number, volume and page. Mainly on references that
come from text-books that did not exist before. In
addition, we also deleted some of our references which
we considered less relevant to our previous revisions

